
Issue Canvas (Complete for each issue to be addressed collectively and statewide by the PRU and for which goals are behavior or condition change.) 

Issue: Problem statement: (Brief 
description of the specific 
problem you are addressing) 

Brief description of 
planned activities 
(outputs): 

Key indicators: (Up to 
3 that show unique value 
to key stakeholders) 

How will data be 
collected and reported 
for each indicator? 

Do you plan to 
integrate Extension 
work on this issue 
with CSU research? If 
so, how? 

(1) (1) 

Goal/intended outcome: 
(Should be either a change in 
behavior/practice/decision-
making or a change in long-
term condition) 

(2) (2) 

Theory of change: (How 
will your outputs result in 
achievement of your intended 
outcome? Cite/link to 
research/evidence if possible.) 

(3) (3) 

Do you plan to 
collaborate with other 
states on this issue? If 
so, how? 

Target audience: 

Evaluation plan: (Who will be evaluated, when (after-
only, pre-post, etc.), and how (i.e. online survey)?) 

Dawn
Cross-Out


	Issue: Community Health Indicators in CO
	Do you plan to integrate Extension work on this issue with CSU research If so how: Yes, by integrating data/metrics created by CSU researchers exploring spatial differences
	Problem statement Brief description of the specific problem you are addressing: We need a better way to benchmark and track progress in meeting communities progress towards establishing "healthy communities"
	Brief description of planned activities outputs: 1) Continue to develop and add new "layers" to mapping platform to access CO county data and map visually2) Develop and populate annual county-based reports created with connection to CNA priorities3) By Dec 2021, have trainings or townhalls to introduce and finalize these products
	1: Map website visits and downloads
	1_2: Business Census data, USDA data, Community health data are available and frequently updated
	Goalintended outcome Should be either a change in behaviorpracticedecision making or a change in long term condition: 1) Co-determine the most important metrics leveraging researcher expertise and community context2) Provide easy to use and access maps and data to benchmark Community Health metrics
	2: Use, feedback and engagement levels in use of County data profiles
	2_2: Where possible, if new data is collected or "reformulated" from public data, layers can be added to map
	Do you plan to collaborate with other states on this issue If so how: 1) NACDEP and Regional Science colleagues2) Rural Development Centers (USDA and CO state offices)
	Target audience: 1) Local policy leaders2) Agents who want overview of county and easy to share resource3) CSU to track key Community health metrics across time and counties
	Theory of change How will your outputs result in achievement of your intended outcome Citelink to researchevidence if possible: You cannot manage what you do not measure.  So, providing benchmark data by county that can be updated will allow another way to measure our community's progress on key metrics and complement engaged research and outreach in this space
	3: Use of benchmarks and metrics in motivating programs and grants, and in reporting and evaluation
	3_2: Digital Measure reports from team members and others at CSU could be integrated in long run
	Evaluation plan Who will be evaluated when after only prepost etc and how ie online survey: For the mapping platform, once more fully developed beyond current Food system format, we will survey agents about is usability, relevance and frequency of use(and have metrics on visits/downloads)For reports, we will ask county agents that use them to report in DM as part of content they share


